RACE REPORT
U.S. Air Force National
Deadwood, South Dakota
January 19-20, 2018

Full House Of Podiums In Historic Deadwood
Aurora, Minn. (January 22, 2018) The midseason rounds of AMSOIL
Championship snocross are always big for the Scheuring Speed Sports
team. The racing is action-packed and the picturesque venue in the heart of
the Deadwood gulch is always at full capacity for this short track version of
snocross.
This weekend, in particular, marked a unique chapter in team history as all four
riders on the squad took at least one turn on the podium. Lincoln Lemieux
closed out the event with a third place in the heavily contested Pro final on
Saturday night. Lemieux battled through an extremely rough and demanding
track and lots of lapped traffic to make the pass into podium position late in the
race as others were beginning to tire.
Lemieux was fourth on Friday night after starting on the back row of the final
and passing six riders, including one on the last lap.
Our newest team member, Hunter Patenaude, was brought in just this week
and made an immediate impact finishing second in the Pro Lite final. Patenaude
has some bad luck in qualifying on Saturday and did not make the main event
but still sits fifth in points and is well within reach of the leaders.
The biggest hightlight of the event was rookie Sport class rider Francis Pelletier,
who not only won his first-ever national main event, but backed it up on night
two sweeping the class. Pelletier has shown great speed at the test track
and in qualifying all season but has struggled to put together complete races.
With this recent success we look forward to Francis going on a run as the tour
begins the second half of the schedule in a few weeks.
In the Junior 16-17 class, support rider Nathan LaValley raced to his first
podium of the season finishing second.
Of course it is always an honor to have members of the U.S. Air Force on hand
for our races but Deadwood is special in that Maj. Gen. Garrett Harencek and
his wife Tanya, have made it an annual stop for the past couple of years. In
addition, USAF Major Matthew “Crater” Hannon, who took our Pro team racers
up in a T-38 supersonic jet trainer this summer, was able to attend and make a
few laps on one of our subsonic race sleds.
Prior to the race, we made school visits in Sioux Falls, Rapids City and Lead,
South Dakota, where we awarded Race to the Future Scholarships on behalf of
the U.S. Air Force.
The next rounds of the ACS tour are February 16-17 in Salamanca, New York,
however, we will also be competing on Febraury 9-11 at the Grand Prix de
Valcourt at the home of Ski-Doo in Quebec.
Photo Downloads - use password: SSSmedia
CBS Sports Television Coverage

Round #7 U.S. Air Forc National Jan. 28, 2018 @ 11:00AM
Round #8 U.S. Air Forc National Feb. 4, 2018 @ 10:00AM
Live Streaming

http://snocross.com/livestream

For more information, including racer bios, events schedule and team photos,
visit http://www.scheuring-speedsports.com
Round #7 Results
Lincoln Lemieux
Hunter Patenaude

Heats
5-8
2-3

Final
YTD		
5		
2

Round #8 Results
Lincoln Lemieux
Hunter Patenaude

Heats
1-2
7-4

Final		
3
4
DNQ
5
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